Abstract. The classic dynamic decision making methods mainly focus on aggregating the existing attribute values, not considering the development trend of alternatives through the whole period. Both the two aspects should be taken into account for reflecting the dynamic nature comprehensively. This paper is to present a dynamic grey target method from a new viewpoint, where the attribute values take the form of grey numbers. In the proposed method, an extended grey target technique based on approaching degree is applied twice, which is firstly applied in seeking the ranking of alternatives with existing attribute values in each period, and secondly applied in exploring the ranking of fluctuation of alternatives with respect to each attribute. Then the comprehensive approaching degree of alternative is to be aggregated concerning the two aspects with respect to all attributes through all the periods. The new concept of approaching degree in grey target method reflects the similarity and closeness of sequence. Both the information performance and the development trend of alternatives through the multi-periods are reflected. An evaluation of sub-companies in an enterprise and discussion are given to demonstrate the proposed method's effectiveness and superiority.
Introduction
Multiple attribute decision making (MADM) is to obtain the best alternative from the set of feasible ones based on the information of each attribute. A great deal of researches about MADM methods have focused on single period, such as a certain week, a certain month, or a certain year. For example, Liu et al. [1] presented penalty-based continuous aggregation operators for the aggregation of multiple arguments. Liu et al. [2] proposed a method based on prospect theory about risk decision making problems with uncertain linguistic variables, where the probabilities are taken on the arithmetic series based weight operator of period, normal distribution based weight operator of period, and geometric series based weight operator of period. Benítez et al. [10] proposed a dynamic method using AHP to aggregate decision makers' preference, and developed an algorithm to select new elements from the dynamic input based on achieving the consistency. Campanella and Ribeiro [11] put forward a versatile framework of DMADM, which depicts the exploratory process that alternatives and attributes are modified by the new input and the iterations may be carried out lots of times. Ustun and Demirtas [12] proposed a multi-objective mixed integer linear programming model aggregating the analytic network process which conquers weakness of AHP. Khalili-Damghani et al. [13] developed a method based on TOPSIS technique which transforms multi-objective decision making to bi-objective one. Chen and Fu [14] proposed a fuzzy dynamic programming iteration model, reflecting the transformation of decision situations. Besides, with the development of society, the complexity and uncertainty of evaluation about decision problems will be increasing. In this case, many researches focus on DMADM problems with intuitionistic fuzzy information [15] , triangular intuitionistic fuzzy numbers [16] , linguistic variables [17, 18] , hybrid attribute concluding numerical values, interval numbers and linguistic variables [19] . In many practical cases, there is not enough available information to judge complicated situations, so it is often given approximate ranges, i.e., grey number. And recently the DMADM problems with grey numbers attracted researchers' attention [20] .
Above all, most of researches on DMADM problems focus on the attribute value aggregation among all periods, little research has considered the fluctuation of alternative's attribute value from one period to the next period, and its dynamic characteristic has not been reflected adequately. For example, when the economic situation of a certain province is investigated, the GDP is not the sole evaluating index, and the economic growth level should also be considered. And if the sub-companies in an enterprise are evaluated in some periods, the leaders not only focus on each subcompany's profits of all the periods, but also focus on the change trend of profits in those periods so as to obtain whether the sub-company is rising, stable, or in decline. If the research only concentrates on the profits and gives too little care to their development trend, the decision result may mislead the leaders to make wrong adjustments about sub-companies. Therefore, the subcompanies should be judged synthetically through both their existing state and future development trend. Meanwhile, lots of DMADM methods only obtained the comprehensive evaluating values and the ranking of alternatives, the adjacency between each alternative and the ideal project is not reflected, so it is probable that although the alternative ranks the first, but it is not the desired, and the results may lead to a wrong decision.
In view of this, we will present a novel method about DMADM problems with grey numbers from another point of view. Based on aggregating the attribute values of alternatives all the periods, we excavate fluctuation of alternatives with respect to each attribute between the adjacent periods, and meanwhile the development trend of alternatives in the whole period is researched. So the characteristics of the dynamic decision problem are fully considered. And we will provide a new and more appropriate method that not only gets the ranking of alternatives, but also excavates the adjacency between alternatives and the ideal project, which helps decision makers to make a comprehensive and correct decision.
The grey target thought is a part of the grey system, which is initially presented by professor Deng [21] , it has been widely used in MADM because of its simplicity and convenience [22] , and has been applied in Saccadic tracking of mantis, engineering design project selection, and equipment condition monitoring [23] [24] [25] . In recent years, a method of uniform effect measures and intelligent grey target decision model was presented [26] , a harden grey target model with interval number owning preference information was established [27] , and a grey target model about three-parameter interval grey number was proposed [28] . In addition, Deng [29] defined the approaching degree of alternative in space of differences of information, which replaced the frequently-used target distance, and reflected more accurately similarity and closeness between alternatives and bull's eye in grey target space. As a supplement to MADM, the grey target method is very important in solving decision making problem.
Hence, this paper is to develop a new method of DMADM with grey number information, which considers both the attribute value aggregation of all periods and the fluctuation of attribute values from one period to the next period, and utilizes grey target method to calculate approaching degree of every alternative to the positive ideal target and negative ideal target, and approaching degree of fluctuation series to the positive and negative ideal fluctuation series, then aggregates the two approaching degrees to reflect information about the two aspects.
The following section is arranged as follows: Section 2 interprets the basic definition, distance formula and rank rules of grey numbers. Next, Section 3 presents grey target method for dynamic decision making considering attribute values of existing state and attributes' fluctuation of alternative from one period to the next period. Then, Section 4 illustrates the proposed method by evaluation of sub-companies in an enterprise, gives comparison of the new grey target thought with Liang's method, and makes sensitivity analysis for the priority parameter. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the findings.
Preliminaries
In this section, some basic definitions are introduced, which contain the concept of grey number, the rank rules, operations of grey numbers and distance function between grey numbers. Grey number represents insufficient information, and is essentially different from interval number, which is denoted by an interval, and the real value in the interval obeys uniform distribution.
Definition 1. [30]
Grey number is a real number that the lower limit and upper limit are clear, separately, but the position in the limits is unknown.
It is expressed mathematically as
, where a L and a U are the lower limit and upper limit, separately.
. . , n) are all the possible values ⊗ might take on, then⊗ = 1 n n i=1 a i is the core of the grey number ⊗. We suppose grey numbers are continuous in this paper. 
] be two grey numbers, the operations between ⊗ 1 and ⊗ 2 are given as follows.
(1)
Here, k is a positive real number.
The distance formula of grey numbers is based on the core and length of interval grey numbers, which is defined as follows.
] be two grey numbers, then the distance between ⊗ 1 and ⊗ 2 is defined as below.
The grey target method for dynamic decision making considering attribute values of all the periods and development trend of alternatives
In the structure of dynamic decision making, suppose 
and the standardized decision making matrices are denoted as
l).
In the following, the grey target method is extended to solve DMADM with grey number information.
The process of dynamic information aggregation in most of researches lose too much information due to the fact that the development trend of alternatives is not considered, which signifies a lack of accuracy and entirety in the ultimate results. Therefore, in order to overcome this disadvantage, we have extended the grey target method to take the development trend of alternatives in the whole period into account.
Grey relational analysis is a very active area of grey systems theory and has been widely used in solving MADM problems [31] [32] [33] . Its basic idea is to research the degree of similarity and closeness of the geometric shapes of the available data sequences to determine whether their connections are closer or not [22, 29] . Professor Deng [29] put forward the standpoint that the grey target theory is the relational analysis theory dealing with mode sequences, and defined the grey relational degree between a certain mode (sequence of a certain alternative) and normal mode (bull's eye) in space of difference of information as approaching degree.
In this paper, we will provide two grey target models from two aspects about the attribute values among all the periods and development trend of alternatives.
The grey target model based on existing attribute values of all the periods
The procedure of the proposed model is shown as follows.
Step 1. In general, the attributes are classified as benefit and cost types in DMADM problems, in order to compare different type attributes directly and eliminate dimension units, we give the normalization formulae of decision making matrices A(t) = a t ij (⊗)
. . , l) according to [34] . For benefit attributes, there is 
Step 3. Computing the approaching coefficient of every alternative from positive ideal target and negative ideal target at period t(t = 1, 2, . . . , l) according to the formulae, respectively.
Step 4. Computing the approaching degree of every alternative from positive ideal target and negative ideal target at period t(t = 1, 2, . . . , l) according to the formulae, respectively.
Step 5. Computing the approaching degree of each alternative from positive ideal target and negative ideal target all the evaluated periods.
Step 6. Comprehensively, the better alternative should have bigger approaching degree between itself and positive bull's-eye and simultaneously smaller approaching degree between itself and negative bull's-eye. Then the relative approaching degree of every alternative from bull's-eyes is computed using the following equation.
Obviously, an alternative s i is closer to the positive ideal target and simultaneously farther from negative ideal target as u i approaches 1.
Consequently, according to the relative approaching degree u i , the ranking orders of all alternatives and the best one can be determined only by the existing attribute values all of periods.
The grey target model based on development trend of alternatives
Here, we concentrate on the changes of attribute values of alternatives about a certain attribute between the adjacent periods. If we adopt the above standardization formulae (5-6) in Section 3.1, the fluctuations of attribute values between different periods are possibly contrary to the original information. In order to reflect the comparability of attribute values between different periods, we give the standardization formulae from a new viewpoint. That is, it is based on the information in different periods, not different alternatives.
For benefit attributes, there is (⊗) > 0, then the change from the kth period to the (k + 1)th period is increasing, which indicates that the change is in the better direction, and the difference is to be expected. If k,k+1 ij (⊗) < 0, then the change from the kth period to the (k + 1)th period is decreasing, which indicates that the change is in the worse direction, and the difference is to be avoided. Moreover, whether the differences are positive or negative, the bigger the difference, the better the change, meanwhile, the smaller the difference, the worse the change.
The fluctuation sequence of the alternative s i between all the adjacent periods about the attribute c j is denoted as ij = ( The maximum difference of alternatives from the kth period to the (k + 1)th period indicates the best development trend, here
Step 2 The minimum difference of alternatives from the kth period to the (k + 1)th period indicates the worst development trend, here
Step 3. Calculating the approaching coefficient of fluctuation sequence of alternative s i from positive and negative ideal fluctuation sequences with respect to attribute c j from the kth period to the (k + 1)th period according to the following equations, respectively.
Step 4. Computing the approaching degree of fluctuation sequence of alternative s i from positive and negative ideal fluctuation sequences with respect to attribute c j all the evaluated periods according to the following equations, respectively.
is the weight of the period from k to k + 1.
Step 5. Computing the relative approaching degree of fluctuation sequence of alternative s i from bull's eyes with respect to attribute c j all the evaluated periods using the following equation.
Step 6. Computing the relative approaching degree of each fluctuation sequence of alternative s i from bull'seye all the evaluated periods by the following equation
ω j u ij (25) Obviously, an alternative s i with best development trend is closer to the positive bull's-eye, and farther from the negative bull's eye for the development trend, simultaneously, u i will approaches 1.
According to the relative approaching degree u i , the ranking orders of all alternatives about development trend and the one with best development trend can be determined.
Finally, in order to combine the existing attribute values of all the periods with development trend of attribute values of alternatives, we define the comprehensive approaching degree between alternative s i and bull's eye as
Where λ is the priority parameter, and 0 < λ < 1. If the decision maker pays more attention to exiting attribute values of all the periods, the parameter can be assumed as 0.5 < λ < 1; if the decision maker pays more attention to development trend of alternatives, the parameter can be assumed as 0 < λ < 0.5; and if the decision maker deems the two aspects are fair, the parameter λ is assumed as 0.5.
Ranking all the alternatives is on the basis of the values of comprehensive approaching degree z i (i = 1, 2, . . . , m).
Illustrative example
For comparison, we adopt an example from Liang [34] . The core enterprise wants to evaluate its four sub-companies and select the best one to strengthen investment. Four main attributes, including output value c 1 , technical innovation c 2 , administrative expenses c 3 , and the rate of production and marketing c 4 are taken into consideration during the sub-company evaluation process. The four sub-companies with respect to the above attributes are to be evaluated using grey numbers in the years 2005-2010. The data are given in Liang [34] . For comparing conveniently, we also suppose the attributes' weight vector is W = (0.2218, 0.3012, 0.1971, 0.2799) in each year which is identical with that in [34] .
Here, we suppose the periods' weights under two aspects are equal, and the exiting attribute values of all the periods and development trend of alternatives are equally important, so, the priority parameter is assumed as 0.5.
By using formulae (7-15), we determine the approaching degrees of alternatives from positive and negative ideal target, the relative degrees of alternatives in the years 2005-2010, and results are given in Table 1 . Table 1 shows that the relative approaching degrees of sub-company s 2 adjacent periods with respect to every attribute by using formulae (16) (17) (18) (19) (20) (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) , and results are given in Table 2 . Table 2 shows that, with respect to attribute c 1 and c 2 , the relative approaching degrees of sub-company s 1 about development trend is the biggest, the one of subcompany s 2 is the second biggest, then, the next is s 4 , and s 3 owns the smallest relative approaching degree about development trend. With respect to attribute c 3 , the relative approaching degree of sub-company s 3 about development trend is the biggest, the one of subcompany s 4 is the second biggest, then, the next is s 2 , and s 1 owns the smallest relative approaching degree about development trend. With respect to attribute c 4 , the relative approaching degrees of sub-company s 3 about development trend is the biggest, the one of subcompany s 2 is the second biggest, then, the next is s 1 , and s 4 owns the smallest relative approaching degree about development trend.
Comparison
The relative approaching degrees of each alternative from bull's-eyes concerning existing attribute values of all the periods and development trend of alternatives, the comprehensive approaching degree of alternatives and ranking of alternative are computed according to formulae (15, 25, 26) , and results are given in Table 3 . Table 3 shows that the sub-company s 2 is the best one with the best existing attribute values, while, the subcompany s 1 is the best one with the best development trend. The rankings of alternatives are different based on the existing attribute value state and development trend of alternatives. The sub-company s 1 is the best one under both the two aspects, and the comprehensive ranking of alternatives is the same as Liang [34] , which indicates that the proposed method is effective and reasonable. Besides, this paper analyses the information in decision matrix from two aspects about time series and cross-section data. The degree of superiority of every sub-company in all the periods is showed distinctly through the grey target method according to crosssection data, and meanwhile, the development trend of every sub-company with respect to every attribute is showed distinctly through the grey target method based on time series. These results can be provided to help the leader to adjust the sub-companies according to each specific aspect. Although the grey target methods are also used in [34] , there are essential differences between two methods. The approaching degree in grey target method investigate similarity, closeness and integrity between the evaluated sequence and bull's eye, but the off-target distance in [34] only reflects the closeness between the evaluated sequence and bull's eye. And the literature [34] doesn't reflect the development trend of alternatives. So the proposed method in this paper is more suitable for DMADM.
Discussion

Comparison with the method using different weights of periods
The weights of periods in the example are assumed as equal for observing the fair development trend of decision information in every period. But in other literatures the periods are often assumed as different weights based on the principle of laying more stress on the present than on the past. We calculate the weights of periods using the geometric series based method in [9] as follows: τ(t 1 ) = 0.0481, τ(t 2 ) = 0.0722, τ(t 3 ) = 0.1083, τ(t 4 ) = 0.1624, τ(t 5 ) = 0.2436, τ(t 6 ) = 0.3654. And the weights of two adjacent periods by the same methods in [9] are as follows:
The relative approaching degrees of each alternative from bull'seyes of existing attribute values of all the periods and fluctuation sequence of alternatives, the comprehensive approaching degree of alternatives and ranking of each alternative are calculated by using formulae (15, 25, 26) and results are given in Table 4 .
Comparing Tables 3 and 4 , we know that the relative degrees of sub-companies are different, and the rankings about development trend are different, which is caused by the importance of different periods is paid different attention by decision makers.
Sensitivity analysis for the priority parameter
The priority parameter λ is very important in Equation (26) . Normally, the different values of λ can lead to different values of z i . The aim of sensitivity analysis is to see if the different values of λ effect on the ranking of alternatives or not. To realize it, we show the change of rankings of four sub-companies as Table 5 . Table 4 The relative approaching degrees and ranking of alternatives under different weights of periods Table 5 shows that, when the λ value increases, the rankings of four sub-companies are changing, the larger the priority parameter λ, the nearer the ranking of four sub-companies is to the ranking under existing attribute values of all the periods and farther from the ranking under development trend of alternatives. The λ value can be chosen according to decision maker's preference.
Conclusion
In this paper, we studied the dynamic decision making problem with grey numbers, and proposed the grey target method not only aggregating the attribute values all of the periods but also considering the development trend of alternatives with respect to each attribute in the whole period. The approaching degree of alternative about the two aspects reflects the alternative's existing state and future developments, and the new grey target method using the principle of grey relational analysis can reflect closeness, similarity and integrity of connection between evaluated sequences and the ideal one, which is more suitable for decision making than off-target distance. Moreover, the different periods can be assumed as different weights according to decision maker's attention, and the parameter λ in Equation (26) is also assumed as different value according to the different attention paid by decision maker to the existing information and development trend of alternatives, which describes influences of different psychological behavior on decision results.
